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Chapter 280
“I can’t move for two days, let Fiddler take you to the land!She’s my dad’s
assistant, so stay around and no one will dare mess with you!”Zyden threw a
peach and smiled at Haoden Ye.

“Young Master, there’s still a lot of things to keep me busy over there, if it
wasn’t for you being injured this time, I wouldn’t have taken the time to come
over,” Liu Fei glanced at Haoden Ye coldly and hurriedly said to Zyden.

“My father’s place is fine without you for a day or two, you went to the
Philippines a while ago, isn’t the company running normally?Just do me a
favor, if I hadn’t come back in time yesterday, Ye would have been
killed!”Zyden skimmed his lips in disbelief.

“But…,” Willow Fiddler’s brow furrowed slightly, her face difficult.

“Sister Willow, I’m your young master in front of outsiders, but in private I can
just treat you as my own sister ah, and you can’t even help me with
this?”Zyden looked aggrieved.

Willow Fiddler looked tight and nodded helplessly, “Okay!”

“Haha, thank you Willow!”Zyden laughed and turned his head to Zhou
Xiaojun, “Officer Zhou, I’m thirsty after talking for half a day, excuse me and
pour me a glass of water!”

Zhou Xiaojun’s small mouth deflated, really didn’t want to be wronged by this,
but thinking that Zyden was still a patient, she could only helplessly shake her
head.



Haoden Ye and Liu Fei Leng came out of the hospital and got into Haoden
Ye’s car, Liu Fei Leng frowned, “Young Master is making a fool of himself, and
you are following the foolishness, how can you help Young Master cheat a
small policeman!”

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye revealed a helpless expression, “Big assistant,
you don’t know your young master’s temper, in this situation, is it useful for me
to block it?Instead of letting him keep pestering people about cops getting into
trouble, why don’t we just let the cops be around him, and in a couple of days
when he’s fresh, he won’t mess with them!”

Shrugging his shoulders, Liu Fei Leng seemed unconcerned with Haoden Ye’s
words.

“Where are we going?”Seeing that the big beauty didn’t say a word, Haoden
Ye had to take the initiative to speak.

“Let’s go to some of our Hongs’ land first!”Willow Fiddler thought coldly.

As the Ferrari sped down the road, Haoden Ye watched from the corner of his
eye as Liu Fei Leng drove seriously.

The last time we met, she wasn’t as polite with herself as she is now.

If it was because of Lin Feng’s matter, Zyden wouldn’t have asked her to
come over to help him.

“Miss Willow, long time no see, did I offend you somewhere?”Haoden Ye
wondered.

“Offend me?”Willow Fiddler turned her head and looked him in the eye, her
eyes a little fluttering.



The side of the beautiful woman, still beautiful, cold eyes is even more
heartwarming, Haoden Ye unintentionally and her eyes, Liu Fei cold pretty
face flashed a touch of unnatural.

“Doctor Ye don’t get me wrong, I’ve been in a bit of a bad mood lately!”Willow
Fiddler managed to squeeze out a smile.

Seeing that she must say more at that, Haoden Ye naturally didn’t dare to ask
any more.

The two of them continuously looked at several pieces of land in the Holander
family, and Haoden Ye felt that none of them were good.

“The few vacant lots that are still for sale in Dan City have been walked
through today, so why don’t you go home and we’ll come back out tomorrow
and take a look!”Liu Fei’s cold eyes saw that it was getting late and said to
Haoden Ye.

Looking at the time, it was also five or six o’clock, and although Haoden Ye
was disappointed in his heart, he could only nod and say, “Alright, let’s go
back!”

Willow Fiddler drove the car and the two of them headed to the pharmacy first.

On the way, Haoden Ye once again remembered the morning’s conversation
and turned his head to look at Liu Fei Leng.

She was always in that black professional suit, black suit and white shirt, her
proud body sexily bulging with the tight suit.

The white shirt at the neckline opens up to reveal a raised bulge that reveals a
foot of black underwear beneath the white shirt.

I’m afraid that no man can resist such an extremely cold temptation.



Haoden Ye mentally thought to himself, “I wonder who is so lucky to marry a
workplace elite and cold beauty like her!”

Seemingly uncomfortable by Haoden Ye’s gaze, Liu Fei Leng frowned slightly,
a pensive look on her face.

She seemed to be hesitating about something, before saying after a moment,
“I heard about you and the Lin family!”

Hearing that, Haoden Ye’s heart couldn’t help but feel a chill.

“Are you indifferent to me because I’m having trouble with the Lin
family?”Haoden Ye’s heart was not without disappointment.

Slightly stunned, Liu Fei Leng held the corners of his mouth and shook his
head, “Although there is a difference between the Lin family and our Holander
family, but the Lin family is a side door I don’t care about yet!”

Haoden Ye was overjoyed at the news and whirled around, curious, “Then
why are you so raw with me again?”

Liu Fei Leng thought about smiling again, and whirled around to gently bite
her lips, “You… are no longer the same simple and kind person you used to
be!The Haoden Ye I remember wouldn’t mess with the Lin family!”

Frowning slightly, a fire surged in Haoden Ye’s heart.

Is it possible that in Liu Fei’s cold eyes, he’s always been an insufferable,
cowardly and impotent man?

“Miss Willow, I, Haoden Ye, never stir up trouble, I don’t understand what
you’re saying!Is Lin Feng trying to set me up to go to jail, and I can’t
resist?”Haoden Ye spoke in an angry tone.



Turning her head to look at Haoden Ye, Liu Fei Leng shook her head and
sighed, “I’m not talking about that, the Haoden Ye I know has always been
modest and careful, never flaunting his abilities, I’ve heard that your migraine
formula is good, but if you just secretly teach it to Dr. Jiao and let him teach it
to others, won’t you not have to become a target?”

Upon hearing that, Haoden Ye looked slightly stiff.

Liu Fei Leng was really right, if one day the match wasn’t strong enough to
come out on top, let Lin Feng win one game and secretly help Jiao Yuchun
win the other two.

The result would still be the same, but you wouldn’t have to be Lin Feng’s
target.

Keeping a low profile was always the right path, and it was impossible for an
individual to compete with a big family like the Lin family even if their strength
was strong and rampant.

“Thank you Miss Willow, I understand!”Haoden Ye sincerely said to Liu Fei
Leng.

A slight smile flashed across the corners of his mouth, like a snow lotus
blossoming on Kunlun, a different kind of delicate beauty in the midst of the
coolness.

“You should smile more often, Miss Willow, you look good with a
smile!”Haoden Ye smiled slightly.

Liu Fei Leng was stunned, the light inside his eyes shone, and he snorted, “I
didn’t grow up to be for others to see, why do I need to look so good!”



“That one otherwise, if I hadn’t gotten married, I would have wanted to marry a
beautiful woman like you when I saw you, but if you’re always so cold, let
alone marry you, I’m scared to talk to you!”Haoden Ye laughed and joked.

I didn’t want him to say anything, but Willow Fiddler’s driving hand shook
slightly.

At this time the speed of the car has been very fast, Liu Fei Leng this hand
shakes, the car is slightly shaken.

Haoden Ye was shocked and subconsciously gripped the seat, “Miss Liu you
slow down!”

Chapter 281
As if to retaliate against Haoden Ye, Liu Fei Leng stepped on the gas pedal
and the car sped up.

The road belonged to a delicate body and the road was empty.

But no matter how empty the road is, it’s quite scary to drive like this, and
Haoden Ye subconsciously gripped the seat and smiled awkwardly, “Miss Liu,
would you mind driving the car a little slower.”

“If I’m not afraid of a woman, what are you afraid of a man!Didn’t you say you
were going to marry me?Not with that kind of nerve!”Willow Fiddler snorted
coldly.

“I’m just kidding, don’t mind if I do!”The speed of the car was getting faster
and faster, and Haoden Ye’s face was white.

A cold smile flashed across his lips and the car went faster instead.



Whoosh doctor, a car was passed by them, also a Ferrari.

Liu Fei Leng didn’t care, seeing Haoden Ye’s nervous look, for some reason,
she was in a very good mood.

Soon, the car buzzed and the car that had just been overtaken caught up
again, and the bed opened to reveal the face of a handsome man, who turned
out to be quite handsome.

The man’s eyes just lit up when he saw Liu Fei Leng’s face, a charming smile
on his lips, and he beckoned to Liu Fei Leng.

However, Willow Fiddler ignored her and continued to step on the gas pedal,
speeding past the man.

“Miss Willow, you can slow down a bit, they say you can’t drive a fighting
car!”Haoden Ye’s heart is about to jump to his throat, this speed in fast, the
car is about to take off.

To no one’s surprise, the car behind caught up again, and the man in the car
gave a provocative smile to Liu Fei Leng, as if he was saying something else.

From the mouth, it would be something like “Pretty girls are hot”.

Liu Fei Leng started out simply wanting to see Haoden Ye embarrassed, ran
into this man pestering, a look of disgust on his face, and accelerated again.

The man saw that Willow Fiddler was even speeding up, and with a
provocative smile on his lips, he pointed ahead and pawed at his neck again.

Haoden Ye subconsciously looked ahead, but he saw that not far ahead was a
sharp turn around the corner.



At such speeds, it’s impossible to steer unless the car will space to move.

“Miss Willow, calm down, that’s not how you play with your life!”Haoden Ye’s
feet did not stop making use of, pedaling hard on the car, as if to help Liu Fei
Leng step on the brakes.

“A grown man, mother-in-law!”Willow despised him with a cold look, not
looking the slightest bit different from the excessive speed of the car.

In the blink of an eye, the curve was just around the corner, and Willow Fiddler
didn’t even look at the distance between the car and the curve, but turned her
head to look at the man driving next to her, her eyes provocative.

The man was obviously already afraid, such a fast speed over such a curve is
simply playing with his life, he just provoked, but also just had the courage to
pretend in front of Liu Fei Leng.

At this point, seeing Liu Fei Leng’s provocative gaze, the man could not
retreat, and could only grit his teeth and prepare to cross the bend.

The brakes, the clutch, the steering wheel, and just as we approach the bend,
Willow Fiddler reacts with a series of reactions.

The whole move was done in one go and took less than two seconds.

Even with Haoden Ye’s skills, it was difficult to react so quickly, but it was
unexpected that Liu Fei cooling was very skilled and didn’t use his eyes at all.

The Ferrari, with a roar, started to slide sideways against the ground, not even
turning sideways, but doing a standard drift and then going straight through
the corner.



However, the man was not as skilled as Willow Fiddler, and as he approached
the bend he panicked and maneuvered with his hands, resulting in the car
starting to shake violently and he had no choice but to apply the brakes hard.

The good news is that the braking system was so good that the car swung
into place and hit the guardrail hard.

There was a loud bang, and the whole rear of a good bright Ferrari was
embedded inside the guardrail.

With a disdainful sneer, Willow Fiddler took a cold look at the wrecked car and
said, “Something that doesn’t know whether it’s dead or alive!”

Haoden Ye at this time, but some panic, just now if not with Liu Fei Leng open
fighting gas car, that person would not crash into the guardrail, really make a
life, afraid that it is not easy to clean up.

“Miss Willow, you’d better stop the car, I’ll go see if the man is alright!”Haoden
Ye hurriedly said.

“What the hell!There was no apparent collision between our two cars, and he
was driving in the opposite lane, so he deserved to crash!”Willow Fiddler
sneered faintly.

Hearing her say so, Haoden Ye’s mind couldn’t help but chill, this woman
didn’t just look cold, but her heart was actually this cold as well.

A human life was not even worth mentioning in her eyes.

“Stop the car, I’m going down there!”Haoden Ye looked serious and cold to Liu
Fei.

Haoden Ye had never looked so serious before, but it made Liu Fei Leng
slightly dumbfounded.



Hesitantly, Willow Fiddler finally turned the car around and drove back.

It was only a short distance to the Ferrari that the two saw two young men get
out of the car.

With the car all pretending to be that way, the people in the car were even
able to stand, giving Haoden Ye a few surprises.

Hearing the sound of the car, two men and a woman turned their heads to
look over, and the young man who had just driven the car had the untamed air
of a few rich people on his face, looking coldly at Haoden Ye and the others.

The car stopped, and Haoden Ye and Liu Fei Leng got out and walked
towards the three men.

The two men’s eyes flashed with greed when they saw Liu Fei Leng’s
beautiful face.

Especially the one who was driving just now, when he saw Liu Fei Leng’s car
driving back, his face was filled with anger, as if he was distressed about his
car, but when he saw Liu Fei Leng’s face, his eyes immediately became
lustrous.

“Pretty girl, did you hit my car like that, are you going to pay something for
it!”The young man driving the car smiled heedlessly, as if he had forgotten
about the car.

“You’re lucky to be alive now because you’re not good enough!”A look of
disgust flashed across her lips and Willow frowned coldly.

She turned her head and said to Haoden Ye, “Alright, these three losers are
fine, can we go now?”



Hearing his words, the two young men both looked humiliated, especially
when they saw that Liu Fei Leng was disdainful of them, yet they seemed to
be listening to Haoden Ye.

If you look at Haoden Ye’s outfit, he’s obviously a poor man, and this kind of
man deserves to be with a beautiful woman like Liu Fei Leng?

“Don’t be so rude, beautiful!My name is Qin Yu, the CEO of the Guangyu
Group, Qin Feng, is my father, and this is Chu Lin, the youngest owner of
Fengyu Entertainment!”Qin Yu’s mouth flashed with a smug smile, revealing
his identity.

The Canton Group is an advertising and media company, while Windy
Entertainment is just a total gossip site.

But the two companies are still very well known in the South, with numerous
paparazzi under their belt.

When Sun Qian was just filming her TV series, these two websites reported
information about her.

The content of which is almost childish and pandering to public taste, and I’m
told they’re ready to push the envelope to heat up the news.

At first, Haoden Ye felt very angry, but then after talking to Sun Qian, he
wasn’t angry anymore.

Chapter 282
“It’s just an entertainment scandal by these companies specially hired by the
TV station to promote the TV series, otherwise not many people would watch
the movies made by a third-tier actor like me!”

This was Sun Qian’s explanation to Haoden Ye!



Haoden Ye also understood at that time that now entertainment news was
basically mixed truths and falsehoods, usually advertised for star visibility, and
as long as it wasn’t written too excessively, many stars were happy to see it.

Carrying out their old man’s company, the two people thought that Liu Fei
Leng and Haoden Ye must be shocked, but unexpectedly, the two people
looked very calm.

“Beautiful girl, Qin Shao is willing to put his foot down and talk to you like that,
you should cherish the opportunity oh!A lot of big beauties want to meet Qin
Shao haven’t had the chance yet, I see you’re not bad looking, are you
interested in making movies, we Qin Shao know a lot of directors!”

Chu Lin saw Liu Fei Leng’s cold and arrogant face and was busy helping Qin
Yu brag.

“I’m not interested in you guys, I just came back to see if you were dead!”Liu
Fei coldly replied back and turned her head to Haoden Ye, “Enough is
enough, I’m annoyed when I see these two!”

Both men were high-minded, and a few grimaces appeared on their
handsome faces when they heard this.

“If you dare to talk to Qin Shao like that, do you still want to hang out in Dan
City!”Chu Lin snorted coldly, “Believe that Qin Shao’s words will make you fall
apart!”

“Chu, don’t talk like that, people are noble, they just look down on us rich
people!”Qin Yu sneered and pointed his spear at Haoden Ye with a slight
sneer, “Great beauty, this is your paramour, isn’t it, your eyesight is too bad!”

In his eyes, Haoden Ye must not be able to afford to drive a Ferrari, so the car
must be Liu Fei Leng’s.



The thought of a grown man having to rely on his girlfriend’s limousine to back
up the scene made him feel infinitely superior.

It would have been an insult to Haoden Ye, but Haoden Ye sounded like it was
nothing.

He was so used to being despised that this kind of talk wouldn’t hurt him at all.

And when Liu Fei Leng heard him say that, she suddenly had a strange
feeling in her psyche and glanced at Haoden Ye, saying in her heart, “They
think I’m keeping Dr. Ye…”

Thinking of the scene where Haoden Ye was being kept by himself, Liu Fei
Leng’s pretty face was a slight blush, and couldn’t help but smile derisively at
Haoden Ye.

“So what if he’s broke, I like to keep him!”Willow puffed coldly, seeming to play
out the feeling.

Laughing bitterly in his heart, Haoden Ye helplessly looked at Liu Fei Leng,
never would have thought that this woman still had this kind of evil taste!

“Aren’t you leaving yet?Make people look bad here?”Liu Fei Leng saw
Haoden Ye’s look of helplessness, and her mind felt even more amused.

But he also knew that men were good-looking, and Haoden Ye was
good-tempered, so it was okay to joke around occasionally, but it wouldn’t be
a good thing if it really angered him.

“You can’t leave yet!”Haoden Ye swept his gaze over the three people and
frowned slightly.



Seeing that Liu Fei Leng was in a hurry to leave, the two young men were in a
hurry and when they heard Haoden Ye’s words, the two young men looked at
each other.

Inside their eyes, there was only one meaning: “This kid has his eye on our
money and is going to suck up to us with his girlfriend!”

With a sneer in his heart, Qin Yu raised his head slightly and revealed a
disdainful look: “Count you still have some eyesight, no need to stammer me
much, just let your girlfriend go, I can give you a bright Ferrari!”

Hearing this, a cold light flashed in Willow Fiddler’s cold eyes!

Haoden Ye, however, didn’t get angry, his eyes fell on Qin Yu and frowned, “If
I’m right, I’m afraid the three of you are in big trouble!”

“Huh?”At his words, the three looked at each other.

Qin Yu let out a loud laugh and pointed at Haoden Ye, “So you’re a liar, haha,
you’re too young to fool us with this kind of method!”

Naturally, Chu Lin couldn’t stop laughing, and the girl didn’t dare to laugh out
loud, but her deflated pretty face was red.

Even Liu Fei Leng couldn’t help but laugh when she heard Haoden Ye’s
words.

However, thinking of the way Haoden Ye dealt with Master Da Ji, she put
away her smile.

“Mr. Ye, it’s none of our business if these few are dead or alive, a bunch of
second generation people are just a bunch of second generation people, it’s
futile to save them!”Willow flicked a cold, dismissive glance.



“Great beauty, you’re too rude to speak, our Qin Shao was one of the ten
outstanding young men in Shanghai last year and has two companies of his
own under him!”With a sneer, Chu Lin’s eyes were disdainful, “It’s better than
you two liars!”

“Liar?”Liu Fei Leng smiled slightly at the tip of her eyebrows and turned her
head to Haoden Ye, “I know what Mr. Ye said about them being in great
distress!”

Haoden Ye was slightly stunned, and saw Liu Fei Leng’s figure flicker and
pounce over to the three men.

Her movements were as sturdy as a tiger’s, and it was hard to imagine that
such a supple body could have such explosive power.

The three young men hadn’t even realized that Liu Fei Leng was already at
their heels.

“What…what are you doing!”Qin Yu had never dreamed that the cold beauty
who was just now a dainty beauty would now turn into a reckless leopard, and
his entire body was scared silly.

With a punch to Qin Yu’s abdomen, Liu Fei Leng lands a flicking kick to the
underside of Chu Lin!

In an instant, the two grown men were crouching on the floor in pain with their
abdomens covered.

“Don’t you dare hit me!I’m going to have my dad’s website write you off!”

“Stink her up and let the whole world know she’s a liar!”

“I’m going to find a million pushers to retire you to the top of the news list!”



Two young men squatted on the ground and cried and cursed!

“Oh, you’re welcome to do so, I already knew about the Shanghai Guangyu
Group coming to our city of Dan for development, if it wasn’t for our
Holander’s Group also wanting to enter the acting world, I wouldn’t have
known there were two of you companies in this Huaxia!”

Smiling coldly, Willow flicked her hair in a dashing manner.

“Huh?You’re from the Hongs!”The two doppelgangers were stupid.

Their dad’s company is big, but they can’t even compare to the smaller
companies under the Holander’s Group, let alone the fact that it’s someone’s
Holander’s Group’s chassis in Dan City!

“Little… Miss, it’s all a misunderstanding, we deserve to die!”The two men
immediately wince.

Liu Fei glanced at them with cold disdain and sneered, “Behave in a low
profile from now on, the road is not your family’s to drive, and don’t drive too
fast!”

Both of them laughed bitterly at this, and even Haoden Ye couldn’t help but
think to himself, “It seems like you were the one who drove that fast first!”

“Still not leaving?”Liu Fei Leng walked up to Haoden Ye and didn’t have a
good attitude, “They just had a big disaster, are you satisfied?”

Shrugging his shoulders, Haoden Ye gave her a glance without good temper,
then walked up to Qin Yu and said, “Two of you, I know a bit of Feng Shui,
and I can see that you two don’t look very good indeed!”

At the news, both men turned pale.



And Liu Fei cooled was looking unhappy, blaming Haoden Ye for meddling,
and didn’t have the good sense to say, “You’re a grown man, why are you
talking so much!”

Chapter 283
Most such things have to do with family members, but if not, look elsewhere.

Unlucky to such an extent adult, it was the first time Haoden Ye saw it.

“Master Ye, don’t wait for tomorrow, I’m taking you home!”Qin Yu still pulled
Haoden Ye and didn’t let go.

“Don’t worry, I don’t think it’s been a day or two since you’ve had this bad luck
haunting you, maybe today’s car accident is one of the reasons, and your
level of bad luck should have an effect on the people around you as well, go
back and ask your family if you’ve had trouble doing anything lately, all of this
takes time, but it’s getting late today!”

Haoden Ye consoled Qin Yu and incidentally sent them back to gather
information.

Qin Yu and the two of them were still unwilling to let go and were frightened by
a look from Liu Fei Leng.

“If you don’t let go, I’ll make your dad lose his job tomorrow you believe!”

Getting into the car, the two men headed back.

“You really shouldn’t be involved in this!”Liu Fei Leng locked his eyebrows,
“I’ve heard of things that help people tide over their misfortunes, and usually
such people don’t end well!”



Haoden Ye listened to this psychological bitter smile, this may be karmic
retribution.It would be strange if Haoden Ye was just an ordinary person who
said such things to them, they would believe it.

But it’s the Holander family that’s with Haoden Ye!

The Holander’s Group’s properties are spread all over China, and it knows
countless talented people, and even more so people like Liu Fei Leng, who is
highly skilled in fighting and has professional talent.

Haoden Ye, who could read feng shui, said that he was a member of the
Holander family, and they naturally believed it.

“Ye… Mr. Ye, we don’t understand what you’re saying, we’ve just arrived in
Dan City, and we haven’t even started getting into trouble yet!”Qin Yu looked
puzzled.

“Haven’t you started making trouble yet?”Haoden Ye was dumbfounded,
whirling around and laughing bitterly, these two must not have gotten into
trouble in Shanghai either.

“Two losers, what are you doing helping them!Have you forgotten what they
just said?If I was just a normal girl, I might have been hacked by them on the
internet right now, and people’s words are especially abhorrent!”

As a girl, Liu Fei Leng valued her reputation very much, and this kind of
person liked to ruin people’s reputation.

“Miss Willow, that’s all nonsense, our father won’t let us in the family business
at all!”Qin Yu immediately started begging.

“Yeah, if we had the book, we’d have gone to the stars ourselves and still be
hitting on girls on the street!”Chu Lin also laughed bitterly.



“Well, you guys are lying when you say you’re holding me up!”At this time, the
girl behind them snapped and glared at the two men.

Liu Fei Leng ignored the two men’s explanation and sneered, “Then you’re no
good, Mr. Ye, what do you care about them!”

Gently shaking his head, Haoden Ye intoned, “The fate of the two of them is
strange, I’m just interested!”

Not bad, Haoden Ye also just saw two people’s strange qi luck and couldn’t
help but want to study it.

Otherwise, with two people being the way they were, Haoden Ye wouldn’t
have bothered to care if they had bad luck or not!

Just now, Haoden Ye saw clearly two types of qi, red and black, floating on the
foreheads of two people, and the two types of qi were entangled with each
other.

And both kinds of chi were very condensed, and it was clear that doom had
reached its limit.

Haoden Ye had never seen two clusters of doom on someone’s forehead, and
they were both so thick.

Usually one gas is enough to kill a man ten times over!

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Qin Yu and Chu Lin looked at each other while
revealing a look of surprise.

“What does Mr. Ye mean by that, were the two of us born with a vision,
different?”



“You mean we have amazing bones and are destined to soar to the top?”

The two rich men looked surprised at the same time and spoke in unison.

“Uh…”

Haoden Ye was dumbfounded, it was not really easy for him to say this, and
dryly laughed, “Each of you has two bad luck, an evil demon and a blood light,
each of which is enough for you to die ten times!”

“Huh?”Both men blanched and stared at the same time.

The watching Willow Fiddler and the girl both puffed out a laugh.

“Thanks to your family being so rich, you even believe such words!”The girl
laughed scornfully.

The two men looked at each other and laughed at the same time, deceiving
themselves into thinking that Haoden Ye was lying.

“This Mr. Ye is even a guest of our Chief Holander, is there a need to lie to
you?”Willow Fiddler shrugged her shoulders.

Even Hing is the guest of honor, why would he lie to these two people?

You know, even if Haoden Ye is a liar, it’s still about benefits to cheat people,
people cheat Simen Holander once, it’s enough to cheat them both a hundred
times!

“Master, you must save us!”Both of them were terrified, and Qin Yu pleaded
with a wailing face.



“You guys get up first, I still have to investigate this matter!”Haoden Ye thought
for a moment.

The two of them got up from the ground, Liu Fei Leng walked behind Haoden
Ye and said, “You still have a bunch of things to do, why are you caring about
them, I only have one day today, I don’t have time to mess around with you
tomorrow!”

“Sister-in-law, let Big Brother save us!”Chu Lin smiled bitterly, holding Haoden
Ye’s hand and not letting go, afraid that he would loosen it.

A sister-in-law called Liu Fei Leng’s pretty face slightly red, her eyes Ying Ran
glanced at Haoden Ye and hummed, “If you speak nonsense, your tongue will
be cut out for you!”

Chu Lin didn’t know that he had said that wrong, so he even shut his mouth.

“Don’t worry, I’ll help you guys, leave a number and I’ll come by your house
tomorrow!”Haoden Ye thought for a moment.

By using koi fish to do good deeds, he actually consumes merit and also
invites heavenly tribulation.

Those who help others to tide over their misfortunes should also have
encountered a heavenly tribulation, except that their own way can be tangible
through the number and color of koi fish bubbles, but others are different.

“I’m just simply curious about the situation, don’t worry, I’m not one to give out
random kindness!”Haoden Ye smiled at Liu Fei Leng.

“What does it matter who you are to me, I’m just afraid you’ll get us into the
Holander family!”Willow Fiddler shrugged her shoulders, looking unconcerned.



When the car arrived at the pharmacy, Haoden Ye and Liu Fei Leng said
goodbye.

The pharmacy side looks at the books and tallies the money made today.

Because the aphrodisiac medicine he no longer refines, and this side of the
jade dew pills to buy very few people, in addition to Robert Shen refer
customers, that is, his own friends.

Customers are still more willing to trust Spiritual Medicine Hall with herbs that
can easily cost tens of thousands of dollars, like the Jade Dew Pill.

Who knows if Haoden Ye’s store sells real or fake ones, what if there are fake
ones?

After doing some calculations, the pharmacy made thirty thousand dollars
today, and Haoden Ye went home.

The next morning, Haoden Ye finished his meal and prepared to go to the
pharmacy, and as soon as he left the door, he saw many people standing at
the entrance.

Chapter 284
In front of the Shen family, Robert Shen and his wife stood in shock.

Maya Shen, who had gone to work early, also stayed at the door, looking at
this large group of people in suits.

Several BMWs were parked in a row in a very luxurious formation.

There were neighbors running out to see what was going on.



When Haoden Ye saw Qin Yu and Chu Lin from the crowd, he just laughed
bitterly in his heart, how did these two goods know that they lived here.

As soon as he walked out the door, Qin Yu and Chu Lin saw him and hurriedly
curtsied and bowed, “Master Ye!”

As the two of them shouted, the dozen or so men in suits behind them bent
over and bowed together, shouting, “Master Ye!”

No one would believe that scene if they said it wasn’t a mob party.

“Haoden Ye, what’s going on!”Robert Shen looked startled and hurriedly
asked Haoden Ye.

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye explained, “This is my patient, who invited me
to treat him today!”

When Robert Shen came to a sudden realization, he also laughed bitterly and
said, “Hurry up and get rid of them, let the neighbors see what it becomes!”

Haoden Ye hurried to the two men, as the neighbors saw him come out and
looked at him with startled eyes.

No one knew what was going on and how such a large group of suits had
come to greet Haoden Ye.

“Master Ye, you can see that we’re both pretty sincere!”Qin Yu smiled and
greeted him with a nod of his head.

Don’t look at him as a second son, he’s flatteringly sycophantic.



“What are you doing, if the neighbors see you they’ll think I’m a gangster, get
these people out of here!”Haoden Ye laughed bitterly and hurriedly told Qin
Yu.

The people in their circle loved this kind of row, especially when chasing girls,
and it worked every time.

Many girls see this scene and immediately agree to their pursuit.

“Master Ye, I’m sorry, we just wanted to show our appreciation, I’ll have them
leave immediately!”

Chu Lin nodded his head and waved his hand at the back repeatedly, “All of
you, get lost, Master Ye likes peace and quiet!”

Those bodyguards are also innocent enough, knowing Qin Yu they found
them and in the end they were the ones who drove them away.

“Master Ye, you come with me!”Qin Yu smiled and took Haoden Ye to the car.

The caravan left and the neighbors dispersed.

“The more Yeh mixes it up now, the more… unexpected it is!”

At the door, Robert Shen, who was carrying a briefcase, smiled bitterly and
sighed as he had a chance to shake his head at Haoden Ye’s distant convoy.

“Alright!Son-in-law this is a way to show your face to our neighbors, you’ve
been a professor for so many years, has anyone ever greeted you this way?”

Milda Hao fixed his tie and smiled.



“Hey, the gentleman’s way is gone!”Robert Shen looked regretful: “If we were
in the old society, a scholar like us would be a big official in the future!”

“Alright!Son-in-law’s jealousy too!”Maya Shen rolled her eyes and got into her
car.

The family left each to their own work.

The BMW parked next to a construction site in the city, and Haoden Ye and
the others got out of the car.

The site is in a busy downtown area and is a building renovation project.

Haoden Ye had just gotten off the bus and felt a strange sensation.

Unfortunately, it was clearly felt that a strong oppressive force was coming
from inside the building.

Raising his head, Haoden Ye saw that the entire building was covered in a
condensed blackness.

This blackness seemed to be alive and was eyeing the crowd below it.

That terrifying feeling made even Haoden Ye couldn’t help but change color.

“Master Ye, you see the problem, don’t you?”Seeing Haoden Ye’s change in
appearance, Qin Yu hurried forward.

Nodding lightly, Haoden Ye looked horrified and said, “This place is shrouded
by a very thick fury, it’s very dangerous!”

Sweeping his eyes over the workers in the construction site, Haoden Ye
added, “The workers on the site are just like you, all shrouded in blackness!”



This was still Haoden Ye’s reservation, he found that the black gas seemed to
be contagious and was gradually spreading around.

It was very slow, but the foreheads of those who passed here were stained
with a slight blackness.

This is the center of the city, and I’m afraid that before long, the entire city of
Dan will be infected with this blackness as well.

He was wondering what the blackness was when a voice behind him said,
“Haoden, who is this person and why is he setting up a ghost in front of our
company!”

Obviously, the visitor heard Haoden Ye’s words.

Turning his head, Haoden Ye saw a middle-aged man with a slight build and a
rather elegant appearance walk over.

“Dad!This is my new friend, Master Ye, he is very proficient in feng shui, even
the Holander’s Group’s head honcho holds him in high regard!”Qin Yu was
quick to sell to his father.

“Master Feng Shui?”The middle-aged man turned ugly as soon as he heard
this, glaring at his son and saying angrily, “Bastard, even if you’re not doing
your job, why do you even believe this kind of thing!”

Qin Yu was clearly afraid of his father and cowardly cringed, quickly saying,
“Master Ye is very good, he saw with a glance that there was a problem in the
company!Haven’t you been having problems with the company lately?Why
don’t you let Master Ye take a look!”

“Get out of here!”The middle-aged man’s eyes looked at Haoden Ye with
contempt and rudely roared, “If I see you pestering my son again, I’ll break
your legs!”



That is, Haoden Ye, if another person met such a rude master, he would
probably leave without saying a word.

Even if you want to help people again, if they don’t appreciate it, what can you
do?

However, Haoden Ye had never been ignored since he was a child, and at this
time, although he was unhappy, he still maintained a minimum of politeness.

He saw that the fury here was unusual, and if it wasn’t lifted in time, it was
likely to endanger people outside of the Guangyu Group.

Thinking that this Boss Qin was from Shanghai, Haoden Ye said, “Boss Qin is
from Shanghai, I don’t know if he knows Mr. Yang Wenwei Yang from
Shanghai!”

As soon as Boss Qin heard his words, the anger that had been on his face
immediately withdrew, and he looked a bit confused, “You… know Mr. Yang?”

Yang Wenwei is a celebrity who is highly respected in Shanghai’s cultural
community.

To be able to become friends with Yang Wenwei, at least in terms of character
this person had no problems.

“Oh, old Mr. Yang Wenwei is my friend, if you don’t believe me, you can call
him and ask him, my name is Haoden Ye, just mention my name to him!”With
a slight smile, Haoden Ye said.

Boss Qin’s face looked solemn, no longer daring to be rude to Haoden Ye in
the slightest.

Even if he didn’t believe in feng shui, Yang Wenwei’s friend, he didn’t dare not
give face.



“So it’s Mr. Ye!”Boss Qin even stretched out his hand to shake hands with
Haoden Ye, and said politely, “I misunderstood just now, you can become
friends with Yang Lao, I naturally trust his character, my name is Qin Feng, I’m
the president of Guangyu Group!”

Chapter 285
“Since you’re Yang’s friend, I’ll be honest with you, I don’t believe in feng shui
at all!”Qin Feng spoke very directly, with quite a bit of the bluntness of a
northern man.

“Dad, don’t believe me, Master Ye said that we have a great deal of bad luck
here!”Qin Yu learns that Haoden Ye is a friend of Yang Lao, and feels that he
has finally met a very important person to his father, and is secretly proud of
himself.

At this point, when he heard his father say that, he was immediately
displeased.

“What do you know about grown-up things?”Qin Feng gave his son a fierce
stare and whirled around to say politely to Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, I’m very busy
right now, I don’t have time to entertain you for the time being, if you
appreciate your face, we’ll meet again another day!”

Haoden Ye’s eyebrows furrowed slightly at the words, and he could tell that
this Qin Feng was a very stubborn person.

With a slight sigh, Haoden Ye smiled, “Mr. Qin also don’t rush to drive me
away, I’ll ask you two questions first, if you can answer me, then I can leave
without worry!”

“You say!”Qin Feng frowned, clearly not very happy, yet still maintaining a
facade of politeness.



“First of all, are there a lot of accidents on your site and at home in the past
two days, and your partner, Mr. Chu, has a lot of accidents in their
company!”Haoden Ye looked at Qin Feng.

Qin Feng glanced at his own son and snorted softly, “This is what Haoden told
you, right, yes, there have indeed been more accidents in my company these
past two days!”

“Dad, I didn’t tell Mr. Yeh about our company!”Qin Yu argued in a low voice.

“The second question is whether or not Mr. Qin is feeling inexplicably irritable,
and can’t help but want to get angry even when he’s sitting alone when
nothing is wrong!”Haoden Ye continued.

This sentence caused Qin Feng to be slightly stunned, and he had indeed
been feeling irritable lately.

This was something Haoden Ye could tell by looking at his temperament, no
feng shui was needed.

On second thought, Qin Feng also understood, “Mr. Ye also knows medical
arts, right? Why doesn’t he become a good doctor and have to become some
kind of Feng Shui master?”

“Mr. Qin, don’t be in a hurry to question feng shui yet, have you never
wondered why you suddenly feel distracted?”Haoden Ye continued to smile.

“Hmm, it’s not my body yet, it’s probably overworked!”Qin Feng shrugged his
shoulders, convincing him that feng shui was impossible.

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye shook his head, “If it was a physical reason, I
believe Mr. Qin would have already checked it out, what did the doctor say?”



Qin Feng was stunned again, he didn’t have the time to go to a doctor to look
into such a minor problem.

He’s usually very serious in the company, and it’s not unusual for him to be
grumpy once in a while.

“There’s no need for me to waste time on this little matter!”Qin Feng grunted,
“When you go to the hospital, it’s still a small illness that turns into a serious
illness, a serious illness that becomes terminal!I’ll find out everything for you if
nothing happens!”

“I am a guest physician at the Spiritual Medicine Hall, and you can consult
with the medical profession, I can tell you right now that there is no medical
basis for the abnormality you are experiencing!”Haoden Ye looked serious.

Qin Feng’s face changed slightly at the news!

Spiritual Medicine Hall guest doctor, Yang’s friend, the young man in front of
him is too surprising.

“Master Ye is still a friend of Master Holander!”Qin Yu carefully added a
sentence.

With these titles added to his body, Qin Feng would have to weigh them even
if he didn’t trust Haoden Ye.

“Are you saying that there’s nothing medically wrong with my physical
abnormalities that I can’t find?Could it be because you’re not a good enough
doctor to see the problem?”Knowing that he was offended, Qin Feng still
couldn’t help but say.

“If you think I’m not enough of a doctor, I can contact Professor Hua to help
you, but the diagnosis is absolutely the same as what I said!And I can also
assure you that in your current condition, no matter which hospital or doctor



you go to for treatment, the situation will not get better!”Haoden Ye looked
solemn.

Hearing this, even Qin Feng, who was rich in experience, couldn’t help but
turn pale.

“You… don’t scare me, Qin someone has been in the shopping mall for
decades, he hasn’t seen any storms!”Qin Feng snorted, still unwilling to
believe Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye saw that he was a little shaken and smiled, “Mr. Qin doesn’t have
to be in a hurry to suspect me, so why don’t you let me go to the construction
site first!”

Qin Feng had a pensive look on his face, and Qin Yu was saying, “Dad,
people Holander is more powerful than you, and they all believe in Master Ye,
why don’t you!”

The words caused Qin Feng to look slightly shaken, and finally he nodded his
head, “Alright!I can show you in!”

Haoden Ye was delighted at the news and followed Qin Feng into the
construction site.

The building was still under renovation, and Haoden Ye swept his gaze over
those workers on the construction site, every one of them looked listless and
seemed absent-minded in their work.

The whole site had a deadly feel to it and there was a chill in the air.

Haoden Ye looked dignified, privately searching for the place where the black
Qi was condensing.



Circling around the construction site, Haoden Ye found that the entire site was
shrouded in black and red, and there wasn’t a single place of origin.

In an empty place on the third floor of the building, Haoden Ye asked Qin
Feng and the others to stop and said to Qin Feng, “Boss Qin, you guys take a
break first, I need to do something!”

Qin Feng had an impatient look on his face as he said, “If you can’t find the
problem, don’t look for it, I have things to do!”

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye said, “Don’t worry, it won’t take long to delay!”

After saying that, Haoden Ye didn’t continue any nonsense, slowly closed his
eyes, felt the coldness in the air around him, and made a silent wish.

“How to dissolve the fury here!”Haoden Ye told the koi fish.

“A place where the earth’s energy is abundant, but it has been destroyed,
causing the earth’s energy to leak out and the evil spell to channel into fury,
need to find the spell and break the evil spell!”The koi fish sounded in my
head.

Haoden Ye was slightly surprised!

Places where the earth is abundant are often good for the people above
ground.

He had carefully observed the feng shui pattern of the vicinity, it was just an
ordinary business district, how could it have an abundance of geomancy.

He was just having doubts when the koi fish’s voice resounded again, “The
above ground feng shui pattern is ordinary, and the underground feng shui
pattern is superior!”



Haoden Ye suddenly realized that feng shui was also divided into above
ground and underground.

In some places, there are more underground cavities, abundant underground
water and more gentle rock formations, which makes the feng shui pattern
better and easier to accumulate ground energy.

In other words, this is actually a blessed land, but it has been misled by an evil
spell.

Understanding this, Haoden Ye opened his eyes and looked at Qin Feng,
“Boss Qin, have you offended anyone recently!”

Qin Feng’s face flickered with anger at the words and snorted, “I’m a
businessman, how dare I offend anyone, don’t talk nonsense!”He said he
grunted, “Is Mr. Ye not able to find the problem and come to find my problem!”

Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye didn’t have any nonsense, his gaze swept around
and his heart wished to the koi fish, “Find out the evil spell incantation!”

A white bubble disappeared, and in Haoden Ye’s eyes, things around him
became transparent and several incantations appeared.

Chapter 286
Without any unnecessary nonsense, Haoden Ye walked directly to a wall and
pointed at it, “Can Mr. Qin have someone open this wall!”

“What!Do you have any idea how much workman’s time and materials it took
to tear this wall down, having just been repaired?”Qin Feng’s face darkened
as he heard.

Two sentences to have him tear down the wall he just repaired, isn’t that
asking for trouble?



“When Mr. Qin dismantles this wall, he’ll know I’m telling the truth!”Haoden Ye
was busy explaining, “There’s an incantation inside this wall!If it’s opened
without, I’ll pay you for the money, and I’ll even let the Hongs do the publicity
for you for free!”

“Dad, Master Ye has said so, just say yes, it’s just a wall, it won’t take long to
rebuild it!”Qin Yu always hoped that Haoden Ye was right, so that he was still
useful in his father’s eyes.

With intense impatience flashing across his face, Qin Feng hesitated for a
moment and finally nodded, “Alright, don’t forget what you promised me!”

With a snort, Qin Feng greeted the two workers over and began tearing down
the wall.

The two workers looked very ugly as soon as they heard that they were going
to tear down the newly repaired wall.

Qin Feng didn’t explain why, and they thought that Qin Feng thought that the
wall they had built was bad.

“Bang!Bang!”A worker with a hammer hit the wall hard.

The walls were rapidly cracking, scattering concrete and crumbling bricks.

With one hand covering his nose, Qin Feng began to regret his decision.

“All right!”Haoden Ye was afraid that the worker had destroyed the charm and
quickly pulled away the worker who had smashed the wall.

“Boss, you told us to break it open, didn’t you?”Another worker complained
unhappily.



“If I tell you to work, you work. What’s all this nonsense?”Qin Feng snorted
coldly and looked over at the shattered wall.

As far as the sight could see, where was the talisman that Haoden Ye was
talking about?

A touch of anger flashed across Qin Feng’s face as he turned his head to
Haoden Ye, “Mr. Ye, where’s the incantation you were talking about before?”

“What?Charm?”At his words, both workers looked surprised.

A worker with an angry face said, “Boss, you believe this kind of talk, I
personally supervised the repair of this wall, where is the charm?”

“What age is this, and people still believe this!”Another worker also
complained.

Ignoring their words and looking over the wall, Haoden Ye was also very
strange.

He had just seen a charm on the wall, but it was gone after the workers
removed it.

“Mr. Qin, I may have misjudged it!”Haoden Ye revealed an apologetic look and
said, “Why don’t you let the workers try in a different place!”

Qin Feng finally couldn’t help but become furious and pointed at Haoden Ye
and said angrily, “Mr. Ye, what do you think I am doing here, you can just
smash it if you say so!”

“Dad, don’t be mad, one wall is smashed anyway, so wouldn’t two or three be
the same?”Qin Yu quickly persuaded his father.



“Stinker!”I don’t want Qin Yu to open his mouth, Qin Feng instead became
even more angry, turning his head and pointing at Qin Yu angrily, “You’re out
there every day to do whatever you want, your mother and I have long given
up on you, but I can’t imagine that you’re becoming more and more excessive,
bringing trouble to the house!”

“Dad…I… “Qin Yu had an aggrieved look on his face, but he couldn’t mention
any meaningful resistance to his father and lowered his head, “I also want
toHelp you!”

“Mr. Qin, this is the last time, I’ll personally smash it!”Haoden Ye spoke
respectfully to Qin Feng, “You believe me for the last time!”

Although Qin Feng was in full fury, he still had some sense in his heart and
knew that it wasn’t good to completely offend Haoden Ye.

After thinking about it, Qin Feng snorted coldly, “Good!Mr. Ye, this is the last
time, and you should know that there is a limit to my patience!”

Nodding lightly, Haoden Ye lifted the hammer and walked towards one wall.

“Boss, we worked so hard to build the wall and you let him smash it like that?”

“Mr. Qin, how can you trust such a person, he’s a liar!”

The two workers suddenly complained to Qin Feng.

Ignoring these people, Haoden Ye walked to the wall and raised his hammer,
intending to smash it down.

Just as he was about to smash down, Haoden Ye’s heart suddenly moved.



He had just seen that the charm was inside the wall, but after smashing the
wall, the charm was gone.

Could it be that you’re thinking wrong and the spell isn’t inside the wall, but
outside of it?

So the workers broke the spell when they smashed it, and they couldn’t see
it?

Thinking of this, Haoden Ye put down the hammer again.

Seeing his actions, Qin Feng and the others frowned.

Haoden Ye found a shovel from the ground and began to snap it up on the
wall.

Soon the white walls were buckled down and a splash of red appeared in
plain sight.

The two workers were also very strange as Qin Feng’s color changed slightly
and he quickly walked to Haoden Ye.

“Weird, why is it red in here, it’s supposed to be all concrete!”

“Yeah, I don’t remember adding any other materials!”

Both men are professional workers, so they know the construction of the walls
very well.

Soon the walls were buckled down in more and more places, and a charm
appeared in full view.

“Oh my god, what’s going on, why is someone drawing charms in there!”



Both workers were terrified, and the charm gave a weird feeling that sent chills
down their spines.

“What…what’s going on here!”When Qin Feng saw these charms, his face
changed completely, and he turned his head to question the two workers.

The two workers who knew what this was about shook their heads.

“Don’t worry, Mr. Qin, there are other charms here!”Haoden Ye stopped Qin
Feng, walked to the next charm and dug it up with a shovel.

“Mr. Yeh don’t move yet!”Qin Feng frowned and walked up to Haoden Ye, “Is
this what you said, the thing that gave me bad luck?”

Haoden Ye nodded lightly, and Qin Feng’s face showed a sullen color.

He had never believed in such things as feng shui, but actually seeing these
charms still gave him a chill down his spine.

“Well, there are hundreds of these charms upstairs in this building, with
enough power to point bad luck at everyone here!”Haoden Ye nodded with a
pale face.

The crowd was chilled at the news!

“So… then I’m not also under a spell?”Qin Yu’s face was pale.

“Well, if you enter here, you’ll get hit, and even if you don’t stay here, you’ll get
hit if you pass by, and if you stay here long enough, you’ll bring bad luck to
your family when you go back home!”Haoden Ye continued to explain.

At his words, the two workers paled.



“Don’t talk nonsense you man, I’ve seen those ghost drawn talismans on TV,
which aren’t that powerful!”

“Yes Mr. Qin, don’t believe him, maybe this person hired someone to do these
things, I watched someone else paint this wall, how could someone paint a
spell!”

Chapter 287
Haoden Ye didn’t retort, but looked at Qin Feng.

Qin Feng also thought in his heart that it might be Haoden Ye’s handiwork, but
on second thought it was unlikely.

First of all, is there a need for a master like Haoden Ye to lie to himself?

The second is that he doesn’t believe that someone could do something so
secretly and quietly paint charms on the walls of his construction site.

After some thought, Qin Feng finally decided to trust Haoden Ye, and even
spoke politely to Haoden Ye, “Master Ye, what do you think we should do
now!”

Haoden Ye took in Qin Feng’s previous appearance, but he didn’t care,
instead he smiled slightly and said, “Don’t worry, Mr. Qin, I just need to spend
some time to break the evil spell here!”

Qin Feng’s brows furrowed at the sound of this and he said in confusion, “I
can just have these things wiped off”

“No!”Haoden Ye gently shook his head.



He’d gotten a lot of information about charms from the koi fish and knew that
where a spell had been placed, it wasn’t just a matter of erasing it.

Evil qi stays in place for a long time before it dissipates, and some even
condense without dissipating.

So in order to completely remove the evil spell here, you also need to remove
it with a ceremony.

“The most important thing now is not how to undo the evil spell, but to figure
out who actually put the spell on, or he’ll write it again even if it’s
erased!”Haoden Ye looked dignified.

Upon hearing Haoden Ye say this, Qin Feng’s face looked heavy.

“So I just asked Qin if he’s offended anyone lately or not!”Haoden Ye looked at
General Manager Qin in confusion.

A flash of panic flashed in Qin Feng’s eyes, and his lips moved as if he
wanted to stop speaking.

The two workers looked at each other as if they knew exactly what was going
on, but neither dared to speak.

“Mr. Qin, if you don’t tell me, this matter won’t be resolved!”Haoden Ye’s gaze
gradually gathered and was very sincere.

“This… “Qin Feng looked embarrassed, looking like he still didn’t want to say
anything.

The last two workers couldn’t stand it any longer, and one of them said, “Mr.
Ye you don’t know, we’ve had a fight here recently!”



“Oh?”Haoden Ye looked at the man in surprise.

Another worker couldn’t help but speak up, “This place was previously
contracted to another engineering team, and because General Manager Qin
wasn’t satisfied with their work, he terminated their contract and replaced it
with one with us, but the gang wasn’t happy and came to cause trouble, and
General Manager Qin called the police to arrest them all!”

Haoden Ye looked faintly moved when he heard this, a small engineering
team, would a senior person cast such a vicious spell?

Based on recent experience, the more powerful the spell, the greater the
backlash, especially with this kind of evil spell.

Also, the spell was not something that an ordinary person could cast.

Is that kind of power to be mixed in with a small engineering team?

“Is there no one else but them?”Haoden Ye looked at the two men in
confusion.

“We don’t know anyone else but them!”Both workers shook their heads and
together they turned their attention to Qin Feng.

Qin Feng gave a big, bitter smile and shook his head, “There doesn’t seem to
be anyone else but them, and although I don’t consider myself a great good
person, I haven’t offended many people!”

At this point, his face gradually became bitter, “By the way, this is not an
offense to them, I originally hired them to do this project, but then another one
quoted a lower price and the materials were even better than theirs, I am a
businessman, so I naturally choose the one with less cost and better quality!”



“I later found out that this current engineering team was actually losing money
to do the job, the two had been competing viciously, and then they had a big
fight on the site, and even though I called the police, I didn’t want it to get any
bigger!”

Haoden Ye’s brows furrowed, he still believed in Qin Feng’s words.

If he wanted to lie, he could have just told the lie just now, so why act like he
wanted to stop talking like that.

Yet doesn’t that mean his trail is broken?

“How about this, I’ll help you guys get rid of the evil spell first, the place is
temporarily shut down, and the person who cast the spell will definitely cast
the spell again if they find that the evil spell has been removed here!”Haoden
Ye thought for a moment, but decided to wait for the other party to make the
first move.

General Manager Qin’s brows furrowed at the news, and with a slight sigh, he
said with a bitter smile, “I’m projecting several hundred thousand here, there’s
no delay!”

Seeing that he looked embarrassed, Haoden Ye mentally smiled bitterly.

Suddenly, he thought of something and intoned, “If Mr. Qin is afraid of taking
too long, why don’t you sell this land to me, I’ll buy it at a price equal to the
surrounding land, and I’ll also count the money you’ve spent on the project
these days!”

Qin Feng had long had a headache about this place, and when he heard that
Haoden Ye wanted to buy his land, he was overjoyed.

Of course, he also wondered if Haoden Ye had already counted his land and
used these charms to make himself paranoid.



But when he heard Haoden Ye say that he wanted to buy his land for an equal
price, and even pay for the project, the only remaining doubts in his mind were
gone.

Haha laughing, Qin Feng excitedly shook Haoden Ye’s hand and said, “Mr. Ye,
how can this work, I won’t take the project payment, it’s just a few million, it’s
your reward for helping me!”

A few million was really no matter to him, and if he had to keep the land to
himself, I wonder how long the delay would be.

Hundreds of thousands a day, millions in ten days, and if it’s more than ten
days, he’s losing more than he is now.

“Of course not!”Haoden Ye shook his head very seriously and said, “I still have
to pay you for the project, you stop the workers today, I’ll bring them to sign
the contract tomorrow!”

Qin Feng still had to make excuses, but when he saw the resolute look on
Haoden Ye’s face, he finally nodded his head.

“And also, your friend Mr. Chu there, please bring him here as well, and I’ll
help you lift your bad luck!”Haoden Ye smiled.

After everyone went downstairs, Qin Feng immediately told everyone to stop
working and the workers to go back to their respective homes.

Qin Feng was still unsure and had the gate to the construction site locked as
well, and the two of them agreed on a time for Qin Feng to leave with his men.

“Mr. Qin, before I leave, I have one more thing to say!”The two of them, Qin
Feng and Qin Yu, were just about to take the car Haoden Ye called out to
them.



“Mr. Yeh, you’re not going back on your word!”Qin Feng’s face changed
slightly and he quickly said.

“Of course not, I just had something I wanted to say!”Haoden Ye thought
about it and looked at Qin Yu before saying, “Although Qin Shao is usually a
bit more playful, but this time, he spent a lot of effort to invite me here, I hope
that Mr. Qin won’t be too harsh on him in the future, otherwise he will be even
more difficult to achieve great things if he is afraid of the future!”

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Qin Feng subconsciously looked at his son.

At the sight of his father, Qin Yu’s neck cowered, a look of fear on his face.

When Qin Feng saw his son’s fearful appearance, he mentally sighed and
nodded, “Thank you Mr. Ye for reminding me, I remember!”

Chapter 288
Everyone left, and Haoden Ye went back inside the building.

The building is some years old, and although it has been partially renovated,
the overall look is still dated.

Taking a deep breath, a chill entered my nostrils.

The fact that the air was so chilly on this hot day showed the power of this evil
spell.

“Koi fish, how should I undo this evil spell!”Haoden Ye made a silent wish in
his heart.

“The Evil Curse is too powerful, it needs the Great Purification Curse!”Haoden
Ye’s koi fish voice sounded in his head: “Consume an orange bubble!”



“Good, teach me this spell immediately!”Haoden Ye told the koi fish.

The method of casting the Great Pure Sky Mantra immediately appeared in
his mind, however Haoden Ye who had learned the Great Pure Sky Mantra
was not in a relaxed mood at all.

The Great Pure Heaven Mantra, as the name implies, is a magic spell that
can completely purify evil spirits in a certain area.

The magic spell itself wasn’t difficult to learn or perform, but the amount of
merit it required to expend was very high.

The amount of merit expended varies depending on the area of influence of
the spell and how powerful the evil spirit is.

And with his current state as a koi fish, casting this spell would be an
immediate holocaust!

Last time, Figmen Lin also said that his koi fish would transform by
accumulating merit, so perhaps he wouldn’t immediately encounter a
heavenly calamity if he cast the Great Pure Heaven Mantra in the future, but
not now.

Silently urging the spell in his heart, Haoden Ye began to purify the evil spirits
here.

A golden light gradually enveloped around Haoden Ye’s body, and soon the
golden light grew larger.

And at the same time, the air around Haoden Ye was agitated, and the wind
gradually sounded.

In the sky, a huge dark cloud gradually formed, condensing little by little.



“This day is getting so fast!”Pedestrians passing by the construction site look
at the dark clouds in the sky and look surprised.

“It was sunny just now, why is it cloudy all of a sudden!”

The voice kept ringing in his ears, but Haoden Ye didn’t dare to pay attention
to it.

The clouds in the sky were growing thicker and heavier, faintly thundering.

“Dad!Look in the sky, it’s thundering!”Inside the car, Qin Yu looked at the black
clouds in the distance and his face changed dramatically.

Did he clearly see that the thunder was not on his own site?

Turning his head, Qin Feng saw the construction site from afar, and his face
also changed.

It was sunny just a moment ago, how could it suddenly be cloudy?

Even if it’s cloudy, it’s still thundering. Is that normal?

Originally, he still had doubts about this matter, but now it seemed that what
Haoden Ye said was true.

“Thank goodness I bar out early, now I don’t have to worry about it!”Slowly
relieved, Qin Feng secretly clenched his fist, “No, some other day I’m going to
hire a mage and get some protection, ghosts and gods can’t believe in all of
this, but they can’t be disbelieved either!”

“Break!”



Inside the construction site, Haoden Ye shouted, his body glowing with golden
light!

Even outside the site, buds of flesh were visible, a golden light shining.

Golden light condensed around Haoden Ye’s body, then spread out like an
explosion.

The incantations printed on the walls of the building were illuminated by
golden light and instantly dissolved!

Boom!

At the same time, a bolt of lightning descended from the sky and a roaring
sound was heard.

The roaring sound bar buzzed the cars around the area, leaving the
pedestrians dumbfounded.

“Damn, this family is too unlucky to have been hit directly by lightning!”

Seeing the lightning strike the build, many people began to sob.

And inside the construction site, the moment lightning fell, Haoden Ye was
shaken.

Severe pain spread throughout his body, causing his body to nearly fall apart.

And that’s when an orange bubble disappeared.

Haoden Ye understood that the lightning bolt just now was enough to kill him.



“Amazing, if I didn’t have some merit, I’d be dead by now!”Mentally sighing,
Haoden Ye mentally mused.

And by this time, the spell on the building had been completely removed.

In the sky, the dark clouds gradually dissipated and the sky was clear again in
the blink of an eye.

I’m afraid such bizarre weather is rare in a hundred years, and many people
were stunned to see it.

Slowly, Haoden Ye opened his eyes and pulled out a few silver needles to
stick in his body.

Despite the protection of the koi fish just now, Haoden Ye’s body still suffered
some damage.

Taking a deep breath, Haoden Ye sat on the ground, waiting for the Xuanjiu
needle to work.

It was at this time, however, that a warm current surged up from the ground.

The warmth flowing through his body seemed to enhance the healing effect of
his Xuanjiu needles.

It took less than ten seconds for him to recover.

“What’s going on?”Haoden Ye opened his eyes and looked at his hand in a bit
of disbelief.

The warm currents were still surging, and a purple light appeared above the
construction site where Haoden Ye was.



This light condensed without dissipating, hovered in the sky, then landed on
the ground.

And at the same time, a violet energy surged underground and merged with
the violet energy falling from the sky!

“Is this the power of the Blessed One?”Haoden Ye’s heart was pleasantly
surprised.

Leaving the construction site, Haoden Ye hurriedly went to Shengwen
International Company.

At the entrance of the company, the security guard saw Haoden Ye and
rushed out of the security booth.

After the last incident, they already knew that Haoden Ye was the biggest
shareholder behind this company.

The boss is here, why don’t they go out and welcome him?

“Don’t bother brothers, I’ll be back in a minute!”With a slight smile, Haoden Ye
greeted the security guard back.

Entering the company, all the staff were very fearful of Haoden Ye, making
Haoden Ye a little uncomfortable.

“Mr. Shen, your husband is here!”Maya Shen’s assistant saw Haoden Ye
coming from afar and quickly knocked on Maya Shen’s office door.

“Huh?Haoden Ye is here!”Maya Shen was somewhat surprised.

Ever since learning that Haoden Ye was the largest shareholder of this
company, Maya Shen’s status in the company had risen.



It’s just that Li Mingsheng’s prestige in the company is not as good as Maya
Shen’s, who let the company belong to someone’s husband?

Li Mingsheng is also very sensible, seeing this, he simply taught all the
company’s business to Maya Shen, which is like cultivating Maya Shen as the
future heir of the company.

Hearing that Haoden Ye was here, Maya Shen was surprised and
subconsciously got up to go out.

“Oh, Shen can see her husband every day when she comes home, why is she
so anxious now?”When the assistant saw Maya Shen’s appearance, she
puffed out a smile and poked fun.

“Dead girl, how many times have I told you, in private we are friends, but
during working hours, it’s a superior and superior relationship, give me some
seriousness!”Maya Shen’s pretty face reddened slightly and gave the
assistant a fierce stare.

Giggling, the assistant gave her a teasing look and hurried away.

“What, you’re buying a piece of land, or downtown?”Hearing Haoden Ye’s
intentions, Maya Shen frowned.

She really didn’t believe that Haoden Ye had a talent for investing, even if it
was the last time, it was only after Haoden Ye had been instructed by General
Manager Wu to handle the situation.

Chapter 289
“Well, I have a very big use for this land, and if I use it well, I might be able to
increase my herbal production!”Haoden Ye was busy making explanations.



“Even if you have to change the high traffic, wouldn’t it be good for you to
choose a place close to the hospital?”Maya Shen immediately raised an
objection: “Besides, I’ve heard about the land you’re talking about, that area is
an old business district and is gradually being replaced by a new business
district, you can’t buy that land now and the value of the land will decrease in
two years!”

Maya Shen was also right, the land that Haoden Ye wanted to buy was in the
old business district.

As we all know, the commercial focus has been changing as the city grows.

Even if you want to buy land, you have to buy land that appreciates quickly
and the value wants, who wants to buy land in the old business district unless
it’s cheap?

Qin Feng bought the land mainly because he was a website and didn’t need
to be close to the city.

The land there is cheap and the houses around there are slowly dropping in
price, and his own employee, Haoden Ye, is buying a house nearby.

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye didn’t know how to explain to Maya Shen, and
quickly said, “Maya, you’re right if you listen to me, although I don’t know how
to do business, but I have my reasons for seeing that land!”

Maya Shen’s pretty face planked up, slightly recovering a few points of the
female vice president’s momentum: “You have a reason to tell me, let’s make
a decision together, you mention this matter to me like this, but also in the
company to withdraw such a large sum of money, is not good for the
company!”

Haoden Ye laughed bitterly again and thought for a while before saying, “Then
I’ll be honest with you, this land is a feng shui treasure!”



Maya Shen was stunned, her brows furrowed.

At this time, the assistant walked in and poured a cup of tea for Haoden Ye.

“Thank you,” Haoden Ye was politely polite, not having the appearance of a
major shareholder in the slightest.

The assistant got embarrassed and hurriedly said, “You’re welcome, Mr. Ye!”

After the female assistant left, Maya Shen also finished pondering.

Eyes falling on Haoden Ye, Maya Shen sighed, “I can agree to you buying this
land, but the money has to count towards you borrowing the company!”

Haoden Ye was stunned, and thought to himself, “This is my company, how is
taking money from a company still considered borrowing from the company?

However, seeing the serious look on Maya Shen’s face, Haoden Ye could only
smile bitterly and shake his head.

“Well, I’m borrowing this money!”Haoden Ye could only nod his head.

She signed the contract before Maya Shen took out a card and handed it to
Haoden Ye, “There’s 200 million in this card, enough money for you to buy the
land!”

Haoden Ye heard the surprise in his heart: “You actually have so much
liquidity in your hands, is the company very profitable these two days?”

You know, although he has invested a billion dollars in the company, it takes a
lot of money to support the operation of such a large company.



Together with the money running in the project, etc., the liquidity of a company
of his size is more than 100 million.

Of course, if all the money comes back at the end of the year, it would be easy
to recoup a 300-500 million dollars.

“It’s okay, the $200 million was supposed to be invested in other projects as
well, so taking it to you is considered an investment!”Sighing slightly, Maya
Shen’s gaze flickered with a touch of loss.

Haoden Ye had a touching look on his face and held Maya Shen’s hand,
“Maya, don’t worry, I’ll pay back the money as soon as possible!”

That sounded a bit weird, the company was Haoden Ye’s, and of course the
money was Haoden Ye’s, but Haoden Ye even wanted to pay himself back!

Taking the money, Haoden Ye left the company.

“Mr. Shen, your husband is so nice!”As soon as Haoden Ye left, the assistant
entered Maya Shen’s office.

“Well?”Maya Shen was distressed over the investment funds that had just
been rushed to Haoden Ye for a few projects, and raised her head in
confusion at the words.

“This company is already owned by your husband, but he spends money and
has to talk to you about it!”The assistant had a sigh on her face.

“The company is his, but he’s taking money from the company, so of course
he’s going to talk to me!”Maya Shen took it for granted.

In her understanding, although the company was Haoden Ye’s, the company’s
money belonged to the whole company.



“Shen didn’t understand what I meant!”The assistant continued with a slight
smile: “Look at the shareholders of our company, which one of them want to
spend money to discuss with their wives?Your husband consults with you, it’s
respect for your work!”

“All men nowadays think women are subservient, especially rich men. Who
takes women seriously?”The assistant looked impressed and said, “You let
those shareholders spend their own money and still have to give their wives
IOUs, see if they want to?”

Hearing her words, Maya Shen’s mind suddenly moved.

She’s a vice president of the company, so when she thinks about things, she’s
always thinking from the vice president’s perspective.

And, in her subconscious, she didn’t even consider Haoden Ye as part of the
company, never took Haoden Ye seriously!

It never occurred to her that every order she was giving and every money she
was investing now was actually Haoden Ye’s money!

Thinking of this, the unhappiness in Maya Shen’s heart gradually dissipated.

Now that I think about it, what she just did was a little too much.

“Yeah, I get it!”Maya Shen returned to her seat and smiled slightly at her
assistant.

“Hehe, Shen is such a smart woman, of course she sees things much more
clearly than we do, I hope Shen and Ye can love each other for the rest of
their lives!”The assistant laughed hip-hop and left the office.

Time was running out, and Haoden Ye took the money and went to Qin’s
place.



He also made a trip to a law firm to have a lawyer draw up a business contract
so that things wouldn’t fall apart.

The two men quickly signed a contract, and Qin resold the land and building
to Haoden Ye.

Along with his cooperation contract with the engineering team was also
transferred to Haoden Ye, that is to say, after the engineering team to
renovate the building, is to cooperate with Haoden Ye.

Everything was agreed upon, and Haoden Ye transferred the money to Mr.
Qin.

“Hehe, we’re done talking about business, can Master Ye now help us dispel
the evil spell you said!”After discussing the matter, Mr. Qin smiled hehely.

As soon as he got home, he heard that his wife was sick and was now in the
hospital.

Things weren’t great, but the condition kept recurring.

After what happened before, Mr. Qin was now 100% convinced of Haoden Ye.

It would be good for his family to ward off bad luck early.

“There’s no rush on this matter, I’ve already dispelled the evil sneaks from the
construction site, and now you and your family aren’t in much danger for the
time being, I still need some time to recover, and when my body recovers, I’ll
dispel the evil sneaks for you again!”

Haoden Ye also wanted to help earlier, but his body wouldn’t allow it.

Every time you dispel an evil spirit, you will suffer the wrath of God.



Especially since he was casting the Great Pure Heaven Mantra, the Heavenly
Plagues were especially terrifying.


